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ost big names in the 

field of acoustic guitars 

offer a range of iconic 

basic models which, 

from time to time, 

are subject to small 

changes and  then result in higher 

priced limited edition varieties. 

The Homestead brand, that was 

established in 2017, opted for  

a different strategy.

Each and every Homestead guitar, 

as a matter of fact, represents  

a limited edition model. You may 

combine different model 

characteristics and in 

this way make up your 

own “dream guitar”. 

So there’s a choice of 

different body shapes: 

an Orchestra Model, a 

Dreadnought, a Slope 

Shoulder, a Grand 

Auditorium and  

a Baritone. Next, you 

may opt for cutaway  

yes or no, slotted or 

closed headstock,  

different types of pick-

ups and then there’s  

a choice of lacquer colors 

(natural, sunburst or other colors). 

Furthermore, you may choose for 

new decorations and inlays yourself. 

Finally, you may select a letter  

of your own choice referring to your 

name, your group’s name or,  

who knows, your lover to be inlaid in 

the headstock.

What these guitars have in 

common is that they all are most 

carefully handcrafted from quality  

tonewoods which can seldom be  

found in this price range. The guitars 

are designed in Heemstede, The 

Netherlands. The wood for the top 

is selected on a basis of high 

resolution scans for each individual 

guitar. For this, Homestead use 

AAA-quality Adirondack, a hard type 

of spruce from the eastern part of 

the U.S. and Canada. This wood 

is shipped to Bandung on West 

Java in Indonesia where a family 

company of luthiers builds the 

guitars. For the sides and back they 

use Javanese rosewood. With all the 

differences the Homestead guitars 

may show between them each 

guitar boasts an unmistakable own 

signature because of its meticulous 

finish and individual decorations.

12-fret DS
The name ‘slope shoulder’ is used 

for the models that are similar to the  

Gibson J-45, and that, with their 

rounded shoulders, were Gibson’s 

answer to Martin’s more angular  

dreadnought. The 12-fret DS 

(Dreadnought Slope Shoulder) from 

Heemstede, The Netherlands, has 

turned out to be a most striking 

instrument. The lacquer color that 

is being used is called ‘warm’; the 

top has a tendency towards a stylish 

orange-like glow. In combination 

with the asymmetrical slotted head-

stock and the one-of-a-kind inlays 

the guitar boasts a most particular 

appearance; immediately recogniz-

able among the many dreadnoughts 

that look more or less the same.

It goes without saying that ’12-fret’ 

points at the fact that the neck 

joins the body at the position of  

the twelfth fret - not, as usual, at 

the position of the fourteenth fret. 

As a result, the guitar’s neck is a 

bit shorter and whether this leads to 

a more comfortable way of playing 

is still subject for debate. However, 

the guitar profits from the bridge 

thus being farther away from the 

soundhole and on a spot in the top 

that as a rule has better resonating  

properties. With a warmer und fuller 

sound as a result.

The sound of this DS is a reve- 

lation indeed. Low, mid and high 

are perfectly balanced and the 

guitar is also very responsive, as 

a result of which it immediately 

responds to the dynamics of your 

playing, such as the differences in  

your touch and playing volume. This  

makes this guitar an instrument that  

may be used for an extensive variety 

of styles. Volume and projection 

are most impressive as well.  

The quality of the tonewood and 

the meticulous construction 

result in an immediately recog-

nizable surplus in quality.

Homestead offer a choice 

of different pick-up systems 

(and if you’d rather go 

without, the guitars are 

also available in fully 

acoustic versions). Our 

test example has been 

fitted with a Fishman 

Ellipse Matrix Blend  

pick-up. This system 

comprises a piezo pick-

up in combination with a 

microphone that is mounted 

on a flexible gooseneck that is 

mounted in the body. Under the 

rim of the soundhole you find a 
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     GITARIST PROCLAIMS: Beautifully built guitar  

with a magnificent sound.

     GITARIST PROCLAIMS:  

Formidable 12-string guitar.

HOMESTEAD 12-FRET DS

RECOMMENDED PRICE:  

€ 2,450.-, incl. case

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

The Netherlands/Indonesia

MODEL: Dreadnought slope 

shoulder

TOP: Solid AAA Adirondack spruce

SIDES AND BACK: Solid Javanese 

rosewood

BINDING: Flamed maple

NECK: One piece mahogany  

FRETBOARD: Ebony

BRIDGE: Bone

TOPNUT/WIDTH:  

Bone/44,45 mm

FRETS: 18

SCALE: 650 mm

ELECTRONICS: Fischman Matrix 

Blend 

DISTRIBUTOR: Homestead Guitars, 

Heemstede, The Netherlands, 

Phone +31(0)23 543 1750

www.homestead-guitars.com

HOMESTEAD  

12-STRING OMC

RECOMMENDED PRICE:  

€ 2,475.-, incl. case

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

The Netherlands/Indonesia

MODEL: Orchestra model with 

Venetian cutaway

TOP: Solid AAA Adirondack spruce

SIDES AND BACK: Solid Javanese 

rosewood

ARMREST AND BINDING: Ebony

NECK: One piece mahogany  

FRETBOARD: Ebony

BRIDGE: Tusq

TOPNUT/WIDTH:  

Tusq/47,6 mm

FRETS: 18

SCALE: 653 mm

ELECTRONICS: LR Baggs VTC

DISTRIBUTOR: Homestead Guitars, 

Heemstede, The Netherlands, 

Phone +31(0)23 543 1750

www.homestead-guitars.com

The Dutch brand Homestead  
have introduced two new models:  
a 12-fret ‘slope shoulder’ and a  
12-string orchestra model Author: Hein van Dongen
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volume control, a phase switch and  

a blend control to mix the signals 

from the piezo pick-up and the 

microphone. The system works 

perfectly, but one should of course  

bear in mind that the guitar’s 

qualities and those of the pick-up 

only show to full advantage when 

being used with an amplifier that 

is specially made for use with 

acoustic guitars. 

12-string OMC
The 12-string guitar we have tested 

is the first 12-string Homestead 

have ever built. This is a 12-fret  

model as well, for which the same 

tonewoods have been used as for  

the DS. Apart from that, the guitar 

is altogether different from the 

Slope Shoulder. For example, there’s 

a slotted headstock instead of an 

open one. The orchestra model 

body shape is a bit more compact 

than that of a dreadnought and 

playing comfort is enhanced by a 

Venetian cutaway and an armrest, 

i.e. a spot on the body where your 

arm rests on the guitar has been 

flattened and inlaid with ebony.

Bear in mind that a 12-string guitar 

is not just a guitar with a couple  

of octave strings added, but an  

instrument that stands apart because 

of an extensive range of specific  

capabilities - and (if lesser speci-

mens are concerned) difficulties. 

Fine tuning and intonation of a 

12-string guitar are often trouble-

some, they are often not easy to 

play, tuning is often not easily 

been done and, as far as intonation 

is concerned, tone balance often 

leaves to be desired. The wide tone 

range of these guitars makes strong 

demands on the construction. If the 

‘lows’ predominate the guitar tends 

to sound boomy and will fall short 

on definition, and when the ‘highs’ 

tend to sound shrill there’s an 

irritating hodgepodge of overtones 

to be expected shortly. These are 

– it’s sad to say – ample reasons 

for guitar players to quit playing  

a 12-string after a while.

Well and good: if you seriously 

consider to go for a 12-string you 

really should think of Homestead. 

This Homestead 12-string is 

perfectly balanced. Once again, 

you experience the vast richness 

the octave strings may add to the 

sound of a good guitar and what  

a treat it is to explore all the  

additional possibilities. The guitar 

sounds sweet and pure and is  

easier to play than many a standard 

guitar. I have been privileged to 

play tremendous 12-strings many 

times, but these were twice the 

cost of the Homestead.

The electronics in this first born 

12-string consist of an LR Baggs 

VTC-system, a piezo pick-up with 

a preamp. As it is, this provides for 

a bit more simple solution than has 

been chosen for the Slope Shoulder. 

For this pick-up you will also need 

a special amp. But then again,  

this goes for all piezo pickups: with 

the wrong amp you tend to “kill” 

the sound.

Conclusion
In the past two years we have 

been in a position to test several 

Homestead guitars. And we have 

come to only one single conclu-

sion: these are definitely five star 

instruments, in the way of sound, 

playability and construction.  

Typically, this also goes for this 

slope shoulder and 12-string. I very 

much would advise anyone who is 

looking for an instrument in this 

price range or even higher to check 

out a Homestead guitar.

That you may tailor these guitars 

to your own specific demands  

is a unique proposition in this price 

range. I can’t predict, of course, 

whether each and every combination 

of form characteristics will deliver 

similar perfection in the hands  

of the Bandung luthiers. As it is, in 

this dozens of combinations are 

possible. But on a basis of my  

experience with this brand I can 

only say that the degree of construc-

tion quality and materials used is so 

outstanding that up to now I have 

seen only magnificent specimens 

coming from Heemstede.

The armrest of the 12-string

offers extra playing comfort

Homestead‘s first 12-string is 

an immediate hit

Rivals

One single conclusion: these are  
definitely five star instruments


